The Skullerz® Lightweight Bump Cap Hat with LED Lighting is both comfortable and stylish with a highly-ventilated, impact-resistant inner shell that provides protection against cranial bumps, bruises, scrapes, and other minor head injuries. Plus, it features ultra-bright 23-lumen LED lights for work at night or in low-light conditions. This baseball style bump cap tackles two big challenges workers face in the field: weight and heat. The insert is made of a lightweight, durable high-density polyethylene (HDPE) and is designed to offer maximum ventilation for continuous airflow and superior breathability. Both the pad and shell were designed with matching vents to channel heat away from your head. The shell also has Cooling Channels™ designed to allow air to move above the foam for additional airflow.

**Features**
- Meets EN 812-2012 bump cap standard
- 23-lumen dual-action LED lighting
- Outer layer has all-over laser-cut polyester mesh for maximum cooling
- Lightweight construction – 40% lighter than the Skullerz 8950 Bump Cap
- 360-degree venting allows more airflow for cool comfort

**Application**
- Mechanics
- Airline baggage handlers
- Factories
- Factories
- Factories
- In-home services
- Warehouses
- Warehouses

**Color Options**
- Black
- Navy

**ITEM # | SIZE | COLOR**
--- | --- | ---
23369 | Long Brim | Black
23368 | Short Brim | Black
23339 | Long Brim | Navy
23338 | Short Brim | Navy